Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
25. My Karma Healing in the Crystal Healing Temple
Beloved Moses, ‘IS’, Mother Mary, and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, please come and sit with me this morning and share
your words of Wisdom with me.
“My Child, it is My Pleasure to be with you again this day. I do know
you have your plate full of channelings to transcribe and I appreciate your
time and dedication to our project. Today will be a little different for you
as our time unfolds into different areas I wish to share with you. Moses
shares, “I know you are seemingly stuck in releasing your Negative
Implants from your lifetime in Egypt that you have been trying to clear.
May I assist you in clearing and dissolving that Blockage that is affecting
your Health at this time?”
Yes, please. I don’t know why or what is Blocking me. Yesterday I
got a hint that maybe the Illuminati might have Encoded and Implanted
some kind of influence or Controlling Devise in me.
“You are correct my Child for they were the ones who caused the
drugs you took to be closer to God to damage your Brain. They switched
some of the synapsis in your Brain and Programmed you to Create Brain
Tumors, which in turn caused you to remember the Fear, Guilt, and
Trauma for all the lifetimes you were to live.”
“When you were able to make the connection in your Mind about
the Illuminati, that opened a doorway for me to offer My assistance with
your Healing, for long ago you gave me permission to assist you even
when you didn’t know what to ask for, if it was for your Highest Good.”
“Now that Blockage has shifted to try and interfere with Our
Meetings and your Meetings with Mother Mary, both of which you have
agreed to participate with at your Core Cellular Heart Level. That is not
going to be allowed for you have tried and tried again.”
“The Dark Forces are aware of your Power and the affect you will
have on the Multitudes. That is why you have had to experience so much

pain and suffering in your Physical Body. Your determination and Deep
Love for the Creator has never wavered and Enough is Enough!”
“So this day will indeed be a Great Day of Celebration, not only for
you but All the Heavenly Host for the Pathway you have provided for
Humanity to follow.”
“You have asked why you are so connected to the Spirit World when
so many of your friends and family are interested but not like you are.
You worry that something is wrong with you. We tell you to Worry Not,
do we not?”
“My child, before the Earth Experiment began, your Soul said it
would return during these times of transformation to assist. You have
been groomed by the Heavenly Host to know what to do, when to do it,
and to ask for help and it would be provided.”
“When the Illuminati became aware of that, they took advantage of
you, to become closer to God because you missed the Higher Energy so
much, that left your Subconscious Mind thinking you did something very
wrong and you Let God and Everyone who counted on you down.”
“Your choices were influenced by the Dark Forces but as with All the
Earth experiences you had to experience the cause and effect. The same
is true for All Humanity. Like your Son who used drugs and ended up in
Prison, like so many others. Yes, the Dark Forces tempt Humanity to do
things that look like fun and something daring. They make Humanity use
their Free Will Power in a way that serves the Dark Force.”
“The other day when ‘IS’ asked you what you would like to create on
the New Earth, one of the things you requested was that all the negative
influence be Released, Dissolved, and Re-scripted from you and from All
Humanity. And you included the Illuminati by name in your request. So it
is for you to know, you have asked and it has been granted!”
So, you have the opportunity to clear yourself of your Health
Challenges and you have Gifted that to All Humanity.”
“I ask you to take a deep Breath and we’ll Journey to the Central
Crystal Healing Temple.”

I Feel in overwhelm, for I have been trying to clear this or
understand all my unusual Health Challenges for over thirty years. Tears
begin to pour and my Body is Shaking as we Travel through the
Dimensions.
My Body is filled with the Bliss of Moses’ High Energy which helps
keep my Emotional Releases controllable. I was told I would have to Feel
at a Deep Core Level All the Pain and Suffering I experienced when I
retreated into a Cave to get away from Everyone after I took the drugs
and they damaged my Brain. I no longer could receive Creator Truth. I
knew it was the Dark Forces but I didn’t know what to do to correct it. I
did not want to give False Information to the ones who came to me for
assistance. I was well known as a Seer and gave assistance to the
Egyptian Leaders and the well-to-do society.
In the cave, I cried, I prayed, I Begged for Spirit for help, but none
was to be granted. I was caught in the Law of Cause and Effect and I
would have to experience All the trauma and drama that went with it.
It was dark, cold, and lonely in the cave. I had nothing to eat. I was
afraid of the animals, snakes, rats, and my Body looked like I had Leprosy.
Big rats ate my flesh right off my Body, while I was alive. I Cursed God,
Everyone and Everybody. I felt Hurt, Rejected, Unloved, Unworthy,
Guilty, Shameful, Angry, Revengeful, Lost and Confused. I felt so alone
knowing I had really Let God and everybody down.
I died a long Horrible Death that took a very long time to finally end.
This Trauma and Drama has bled through the veil during each of my
lifetimes since then, and now, finally, at age Sixty Eight, I am being
Cleared and Forgiven for all I have created in the past.
Moses shares, “That the Implants and Encodings that the Dark
Forces had inflicted on and in me had been partly removed when I had
requested my Implants be removed when I was Clearing Akashic Records
for myself and others, but the Illuminati knew what I had agreed to do for
the Divine Creator, so they Created a devise that was interconnected to
my Brain Matrix that would keep me limited to the Third Dimension and
would Block my evolution and my ability to assist others.”
“This year of 2010, is the year of the Universal Law of Reversal and
the Gift from ‘IS’, the Creator of All That Is, to be able to Re-script All the

negativity Humanity has Experienced while living on Earth and
participating in the Great Earth Experiment.”
Words cannot express the deep, deep feelings of Shame, Blame,
Hurt, and Regret of knowing I have within me the Divine Creator Truth
and yet unable to articulate it and share it with Humanity. The Fear and
terror I would again tell something wrong to someone and hurt them was
overwhelming. It Blocked me from Sharing all the Wisdom and Gifts of
Healing I have recently been given.
My poor Health left me with no energy, no vitality, no desire, and
every day I felt weaker and weaker. I researched, I studied, I meditated,
and I tried all new modalities of Healing for my Brain tumors that had
grown back and finally I had Radiation which created more loss of
memory and damage to my Brain.
I am a “Senstitive” and allergic to most medications. The thought of
being able to finally Release, Remove, and Dissolve all that from my
memory and Akashic Records is wonderful. It is almost unbelievable but
my Inner Knowing “Knows” it is time, not only for me but for Everybody.
Don’t Ever Give Up Hope—Only Give up all the Trauma and Drama!
Simply give it to Sweet Jesus and He will turn it into Creator Light!
I was asked by Spirit to describe and Feel what happened to me
again in the Cave in Egypt so that is why I have documented it, so I could
release it for the Last time!
I can See the Central Healing Temple for I have been here before.
We are arriving and my Healing Team greets us. I Smell Sweet Roses and I
know Mother Mary is here and I see Sweet Jesus, St. Germain, Malachi,
Raphael, Maat, Isis, Metatron and all my Many, Many Guides and Council.
This is a Celebration of Celebrations!
I am wearing a Pearly Crystalline Sparkling Robe. I am lying on a
Crystal Bed draped in Royal Purple cloth that is so very, very soft. Tears of
joy flow for not only me but for All assisting. The room is filled with
glowing Lights all different colors.
I hear ‘IS’ say, “My Child, in you I am Pleased—Peace Be Unto You,
and Worry Not for you have asked not only for yourself but for all
Humanity. Bestowed Upon you is the Perfect Health of your Original

Divine Blue Print as you have requested. Remember what one gives to
others is always returned untold times.”
Moses shares, “You will need to rest for a while and you could have
a headache for a while also. Allow a few days and know you could be
weepy as the Emotional Baggage is released from All Levels and
Dimensions of your S.E.M.P.E.S. (Spiritual, Emotional, Mental, Physical,
Ego and Soul) back to the beginning of time.”
“Don’t rush to put everything together regarding your New Web Site
and all the Channelings you have been working on. Take some time to
Heal from your knee surgeries, plus all the Re-Scripting and Removal you
have received today.”
I am invited to stay a while on the Crystal Bed and receive the
Benefits of all the Healing Available in the Room.
Moses shares, “That He will ever be by my side and He will ensure
my passage back to my chair in my living room at my desert retreat.”
I don’t know how long I stayed in the Healing Temple but as I
awaken in my chair I can still Hear the Music and Smell the Roses. All I
can do is give my unending Gratitude. I am So Thankful. I Thank ‘IS’ and
All the Heavenly Host and my Beloved Moses!
“I am with you, my Child, rest and Worry Not. I am your Beloved
Moses.”
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